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Charles Williams, “The British 
Atlas, or John Bull supporting 
the Peace Establishment” (1816)



Questions to keep in mind:

•when was the first Bill of Rights created?

•what is the purpose of a Bill of Rights?

•what are some of the most important historical examples of Bills of Rights?

•whose rights are to be protected? 

•against whom are their rights protected?

•why do their rights need protection?

•who have been left out of this protection?

•do Bills of Rights work as intended?

•who has, or should have, rights?

•what is the best way to protect these rights? is a written Bill of Rights the best way?

•how do you think existing Bills of Rights might be improved?



•the Norman Yoke (1066) vs the rights of Anglo-Saxons

•“the imprescriptible rights of Englishmen”

•“the immemorial rights of Englishmen”

•“the native Rights of Englishmen”



Michael Curtiz, The Adventures of Robin Hood (1938)



Michael Curtiz, The Adventures of Robin Hood (1938)



Introductory Thoughts

•I have put together a collection of nearly 100 “Key Documents about 

Liberty” at the OLL Website [Forum/Reading Lists]

•oll.libertyfund.org

•sheer number of attempts to limit state power by means of a Bill of 

Rights suggests:

•deep-seated need to defend liberty against power

•these attempts work for a while and then fail

•beginning of rule of law and emergence of notion of rights vis-à-vis 

the ruler

•first as customary rights

•then as “natural rights” (the “imprescriptible rights of 

Englishmen”)



Some Key Points about Bills of Rights:

•they are claims of “right” (or privilege) of one group of people against another 
(usually a ruler) who feels aggrieved about “rights” violations

•they may or may not be expressed in “universalist” language (“all men are 
created equal”) but usually for benefit a particular group

•need to note who have been excluded - women, slaves, propertyless men

•usually outcome of a bitter struggle - war, revolution

•usually list specific grievances in some detail, e.g. American Declaration of 
Independence

•over time previously excluded groups are gradually included (propertyless men, 
women)

•gradually evolution of more abstract declaration of “rights”

•“natural” rights in late 18thC - Enlightenment & Lockean

•state source of rights in late 18thC - Rousseau

•welfare or “positive” rights in 20thC

•2 (possibly 3) different traditions 

•Roman legal tradition

•British customary common law tradition

•French civil code (Napoleonic Code)



THE TWO TRADITIONS OF RIGHTS

Anglo-American French

Written
(Bill of Rights)
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Written
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ALL HUMAN BEINGS

CHILDREN (?)

ABORIGINAL/NATIVE PEOPLE (LATE 20THC) 

AFRICAN AMERICANS (MID-20THC)

WOMEN (EARLY 20THC)

ALL WHITE MEN (19THC)

PROPERTY-OWNING  WHITE MEN (17TH-18TH C)

NOBLES (13THC)

WHO HAS 

RIGHTS?

KINGS AND EMPERORS

ALL THINKING BEINGS (COMPUTERS, ROBOTS, ALIENS, DOLPHINS, GREAT APES?)



Discussion of Some Examples of Bills of Rights

Ancient World:

•Code of Urukagina (2350 BC)

Medieval Period:

•Magna Carta (1215)

17thC England:

•An Agreement of the People (1647)

18thC America and France:

•Virginia Bill of Rights (1776)

•The Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen (1789)

•Olympes de Gouges “Rights of Woman” (1791)

•The Declaration of Independence (1776) and The First Ten 
Amendments of the Constitution (1791)



Ancient World: Urukagina (2350 BC)



Code of Urukagina (2350 BC)

•King Urukagina (circa 2350 BC) was leader of the Sumerian city-state 
Lagash (modern day Iraq)

•led popular movement of legal reform of the oppressive legal and 
government structure

•codified reforms which were written on cuneiform tablets (discovered 
by French in 1878)

•preamble states: “From the borders of the Ningirsu to the sea, there 
was the tax collector...”

•guaranteed property rights

•banned seizure of property by state and church

•fired most tax collectors

•returned previously seized property

•made judicial proceedings public and open

•the cuneiform character for “liberty” is pronounced “amagi” and has 
been adopted as the logo of Liberty Fund

•1st written expression of the word “liberty”?



Medieval Period: Magna Carta  (1215)



Magna Carta Libertatum(Great Charter of Liberties) (or Charta) 
(1215)

•settlement between powerful noble lords and the King John of 
England (John) after battle of Runnymede)

•based upon Charter of Liberties issued by King Henry I 1100

• Nobles objected to violation of their customary rights by the crown:

•right to be taxed at fixed times and circumstances

•right to be tried by a jury of the peers (i.e. other lords)

•Church objected to claim by crown to appoint bishops

•important because among the specific claims began to emerge 
general principles such as due process of law (clauses 39-40)

•exerted enormous influence in later centuries in England and 
America:

•17thC England

•17th and 18thC America

•19thC Chartist movement



17thC England: An Agreement of the People  (1647)





An Agreement of the People (1647)

•English Revolution (1640-1660)

•Civil War 1640-1649 between Catholic Stuart monarch King 
Charles I and Puritan Parliament

•Commonwealth 1649-1653

•Oliver Cromwell’s Protectorate 1653-1658

•debate among army officers in New Model Army about political 
demands to be made to Cromwell and other senior officers

•wanted stable Parliamentary govt, end to Civil War, and protection of 
rule of law for all people

•“Agreement of the People” read and debated by junior officers and 
agitators on October 29, 1647



An Agreement of the People (1647)

5 general demands concerning Parliament:
•end to unequal electoral districts

•existing Parliament to be dissolved and new elections held

•Parliaments elected every 2 years on fixed date

•Parliament not supreme but subject to those “who chuse them”

•Parliament to have powers:

•enact and repeal laws

•erect or abolish offices and courts

•appoint or remove magistrates

•declare war and peace and make treaties



An Agreement of the People (1647)

5 demands concerning Liberty of citizens (their “native Rights”):
•that there be freedom of religion

•an end to conscription

•amnesty for all those who fought in civil war (both sides)

•that laws apply equally to all regardless of rank or wealth

•laws must be both “equal” and “good”, i.e. “not evidently destructive 
to the safety and well-being of the people”



18thC America: Virginia Bill of Rights  (1776)

George Mason (1725-1792)



The Virginia Bill of Rights (1776)

•Drafted by a committee headed by George Mason (1725-1792) 

•passed unanimously on June 12, 1776

•then drafted a constitution with a lengthy preamble written by 
Thomas Jefferson -adopted on June 29

•importance:

•it preceded the Declaration of Independence and 1st Ten 
Amendments of the Constitution (the Bill of Rights”)

•clear statement that the law of nature is the source of the rights 
of individuals (better expressed than TJ’s in Declaration of  
Independence)

•influenced declarations issued by other states (Delaware, 
Pennsylvania, and at least 4 others)

•influence on French Declaration of the Rights of Man and 
Citizen (via Lafayette)



18thC France: Declaration of the Rights of Man and 
of the Citizen (1789)



The Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen (1789)

•Adopted by the Constituent Assembly 26 August, 1789 to assert the 
claims of the Third Estate against the king

•designed to be a preamble to the new constitution for a 
constitutional monarchy

•Influence of the marquis de Lafayette who had served in the 
American Revolution - especially George Mason’s Virginia 
Declaration of Rights of Rights

•influence of the Abbé Sièyes in drafting declaration

•influence of Enlightened ideas about natural law - John Locke, 
Montesquieu, and Rousseau (problematical)

•Relatively short (17 articles) with emphasis on 

•rule of law (reaction against arbitrary behaviour of King),

•universal equality of natural rights of all men

•right to property.



18thC France: Olympe de Gouges, “Rights of Woman” (1791)



Olympe de Gouges “Rights of Woman” (1791)

•Olympe de Gouges (1748-1793) daughter of a butcher and self-
educated
•wrote the “Rights of Woman” (1791) using the same rhetoric and 
words of the Declaration
•she felt that that the official French Declaration of the Rights of Man 
and of the Citizen had compromised the universality of its principles 
by ignoring women
•influence of Condorcet,“On the Admission of Women to the Right to 
Vote” (July 1790).
•Guillotined by the Jacobins in 1793
•Condorcet guillotined in 1794



18thC America: The Declaration of Independence (1776) & the 
Amendments to the Constitution (1791)



The Declaration of Independence (1776) and The First Ten Amendments of 
the Constitution (1791)

•the relative briefness of the Declaration of Independence

•not a Declaration of “Rights” but a Declaration justifying secession from the 

British government

•many of the separate states had DoR as a preamble to their constitutions

•similarly with the 1st 10 amendments of the constitution (called the “Bill of 

Rights”)

•does not begin with a strong general statement about rights (compare French 

and Virginia)

•9th Amendment suggest that this too is covered more fully in declarations and 

constitutions of individual states: “the enumeration in the Constitution, of certain 

rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the 

people”

•problem of those excluded from its coverage: native Americans, African slaves, 

women (from voting)



19thC America: Frederick Douglass, “Fourth of July Oration” (1852)



Frederick Douglass, “Fourth of July Oration (1852)

•Frederick Douglass (1818-1895) born a slave but escaped when was 

20

•ardent abolitionist who fist sided with William Lloyd Garrison but 

broke with him in 1851 over whether Constitution was an pro- or anti-

slavery document

•Garrison believed it was pro-slavery and that anti-northern states 

should secede from Union

•Douglass believed with Lysander Spooner that it was anti-slavery 

and pro-liberty document

•in Oration complained that great principles in Constitution not 

applied to African-Americans - “This Fourth of July is yours not mine”

•“... but interpreted as it ought to be interpreted the Constitution is a 

GLORIOUS LIBERTY DOCUMENT”


